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Who wants the circular economy?
• NIP: an ambition to move towards a ‘circular
economy’ where material resources are valued and
kept in circulation.
• HS2: HS2’s vision is to be a catalyst for growth and we
believe that adoption of circular economy principles
can play a key role in delivering this.
• ICE (NNA): The Government should develop… a
strategy to develop a circular economy to close the
loop of product lifecycles.
• Apple UK: Our goal is a closed-loop supply chain
• IKEA: we have decided to eliminate waste from all our
operations and to be energy independent by 2020

The question
• Is the UK’s RRfW infrastructure ready to move
us towards the circular economy?
• No, and neither is it likely to be without
radical interventions.
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Evolution of RRfW industry
19th C

• Local Authority (LA) obliged to collect rubbish & provide sanitation
• Prevent direct human health impacts by rendering waste safe:
landfill (solid) or discharge to water bodies (liquid)

20th C

• Expanded role to preserve the environment & prevent pollution;
• Indirect prevention of human health impacts
• High-level classification, sorting and recycling targets

21st C

• Move towards resource recovery & eventually the circular economy.
• Resource security; upstream product design changes; prevention
and minimisation; extended producer responsibility

We are here
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• Mainly EU targets via market-based operating environment that ‘drives the
right incentives’
• Primary goals: protection of public health, preventing contamination of
water supplies & the environment, diversion of solid waste (particularly the
biodegradable fraction) from landfill.
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• No direct organisational responsibility for ‘circular economy’, ‘resource
recovery’ or material flows
• Data only collected in response to specific legislation on potentially
hazardous materials and/or recycling targets
• Sectors producing largest arisings have no obligation to report them
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C = capacity. T = treatment. Checkboxes: Reported number of facilities, Mtpa; x = yes, . = no, o = other units
used.
ER = energy recovery. R = recovery. L = landfill. T1 = transfer. T2 = treatment. M = metals. I = incineration. LD =
land disposal. U = use of waste. C1 = composting. MB = mechanical-biological. CA = civic amenity recycling
centre. RR = reprocessor/recycling. RU = reprocessor/reuse. EX = export for recycling. EG = energy generation
other than incineration or AD e.g. landfill gas.

Double counting
• “Mixed waste might be accepted by a transfer station,
sorted and then be transported to a recycling facility or
for final recovery or disposal. For this reason, waste
managed is not analogous to waste arisings and no
direct comparison can be made” (Vinogradova 2013)
• “Different methodology is used to estimate generation
and final treatment figures. Furthermore, final
treatment excludes some treatment processes
identified as predominantly intermediate, which
nevertheless may effectively be the final treatment for
some waste. As a result, there is no direct
reconciliation between generation and final treatment
of total waste.” (DEFRA 2016)

Is there a capacity gap?
• Most commentators cite lack of data on waste
flows as complicating assessments (and hence
investments)
• Aggregate national assessments: No
• Disaggregated assessments: Yes
– Local arisings do not match local capacity
– Impacts of waste haulage
– Appropriate scales (e.g. WEEE = regional, AD =
local): arisings and energy balances

Is there a capacity gap?
• Probably:
currently filled
by exports…

Variation in projections of UK solid waste management capacity gap
(Mtpa: +ve = shortfall in capacity; -ve = surplus in capacity)

Life moves fast #1…
• Oct 2017: China announces ban low-quality
solid waste imports of plastics, textiles and
mixed paper.
– UK ministers see ‘an opportunity’
(Cole, C. Independent 25/10/17)
– Industry predicts 5-10% drop in LA recycling rates
as there will be “no market for them to go to”
(Read, A. Recycling & Waste 4/10/17)

Public funding

“England is currently on track to meet the existing landfill
diversion 2020 targets. As such the government is not currently
planning to fund any new waste infrastructure projects beyond
those already in the Pipeline” – NIDP (§9.13)

Planned infrastructure
Waste projects with funding highlighted in
the NIP Pipeline.
NB: one highlighted EfW project – Milton Keynes – not
included as no funding figures supplied

• 80% EfW
• Only 2 mention recycling
– No other resource recovery,
reuse, remanufacturing or
reprocessing mentioned

• EfW alone will
not get us to a
circular
economy
• £5Bn – 25Bn
investment is
required to get
us close

The case for public investment in CE
Infrastructure
• Materials security
– E.g. 100% importers of
critical materials key to
low-carbon technologies:
lithium, cobalt, REM…
– Global demand
increasing, no recycling
routes
– Develop exportable skills
– Brexit will destabilise
supply chains

The case for public investment in CE
Infrastructure
• UK eCO2 emissions
associated with
producing primary
materials that end up
in waste >200 Mt eCO2
per year - ⅓ of the
total
– Current recycling
avoids ~60 Mt eCO2 per
year
– Windfarms avoid only
~36 Mt eCO2 per year

The case for public investment in CE
Infrastructure
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The role of a new CE regulator
• To protect the national interest by enforcing efficient use
of materials, preventing waste, and encouraging reuse
and recycling. Throughout the supply chain:
– Rationalise data collection and reporting, with a first priority of
accounting for the value and volume of material flows
– Express targets in terms of functional value recovered, not
volume diverted from landfill
– Manage fiscal support for the industry to protect investments in
design, manufacture, use and reuse that prevent dissipation of
value into waste
– Reinforce the principle of extended producer responsibility; we
are custodians, not consumers, of resources
– Increase the material security of the UK
– Support the development of high- and low-skilled jobs, and the
development of exportable technologies and services in RRfW.

Life moves fast #2…
• EU Withdrawal Bill debates – mixed messages
– Concern that “polluter pays” and “precautionary
principle” concepts may not transfer into UK law
(e.g. Lucas, Goldsmith, Creagh Hansard 11/9/17)
– Some commentators see “apparent political
consensus on e.g. new independent body to
monitor environmental performance, and new
environmental protection act ASAP
(Chambers, R. Green Alliance 16/11/17)
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Summary
Diverse suite of CE
infrastructure

• Multiple business
models aligned with
national interests

• Data collected on all
Data
material flows
rationalisation/targeted
public investment
• New targets established

Office for Resource
Stewardship

• Explicit CE focus:
environment & health
will follow naturally
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